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Outline of Presentation

- Introduction: Who we are
- Overview of TFL Network
- Network Plans
- Discussion Topic
Telecom Fiji Limited
Higher Lever Structure
CONNECT
Internet Service Provider
Connect provides the full spectrum of ISP solutions around the country including ADSL & Wireless Broadband

TRANSTEL
Marketing of prepaid calling cards and manages the public telephone operation.

XCEED PASIFIKA
Leading provider of voice, data, CCTV and Information Technology services for Customer Premises
Overview of TFL Network

- National Transmission Network to support services from 2Mbit/s onwards
- National Digital Data Network for Leased services up to 2Mbit/s
- National Broadband Wireless Coverage
- Satellite Coverage
- CDMA Coverage
- Broadband Network Rollout at Key Centres
Discussion Point

1. CDMA EV-DO – Issue is where?
2. Training Lab – What is the ideal set?